
2018 Vineyard Series Glengrae Grenache 

Glenn Becker’s dry grown bush block in Ebenezer is one of  the true 
treasures of  the Northern Barossa. A lost block of  less than 2 acres planted 
generations ago. Traditionally farmed with no access to supplementary 
water, highly exposed and subject to frost more years than not. The 
vineyard is a true reflection of  Glenn and his personality. It is unique and 
the wine that results in years where we get a crop is of  such quality that 
when the conditions allow, we bottle a small volume as a Vineyard Series. 
2018 was one such year, brilliant weather, high quality, and for the block, an 
amazing volume of  fruit. 

Hand picked late in the season at low baume, the fruit was de-stemmed 
before being transferred to a ceramic egg for fermentation prior to spending 
a few months in an older French puncheon. 

The resulting wine is highly perfumed, delicate yet having the length and 
persistence that this great block can produce in the best of  vintages. A wine 
of  rare class that can be enjoyed for many years. 

Region/Sub Region: 100% Barossa Valley/Ebenezer 

Grape Variety: Grenache 

Alcohol: 13.8% 

Production: 600 bottles 

Cellaring: 5 years plus 

Serve: This wine will match well with a variety of  medium weight meat 
based and vegetarian foods. 

Winemaker : Andrew Seppelt

James Halliday Wine Companion 
Proud to be a Halliday 5 star winery 
rewarded consecutive years since first 
vintage

Huon Hooke Real Review  
Awarded Real Review certificate of  
excellence in 2018, 2019

www.hayesfamilywines.com 
cellar@hayesfamilywines.com   
102 Mattiske Road 
Stone Well SA 
T: 0499 096 812 
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Hayes Family Wines is a small-scale, family owned and run wine producer 
located in Stone Well in the heart of  the Barossa Valley.  Our multi-generation 
vineyards have an enviable track record of  producing some of  the region’s 
finest wines.  Our wines are made with thought, using organic, sustainable and 
traditional low-intervention practices, whilst embracing innovation.  We have 
an uncompromising focus on producing the best wines possible; wines that 
display fruit purity, balance and ageability. 


